Leaflet before each counselling session
Thank you for booking your counselling session. This leaflet gives you a brief overview of the
upcoming counselling session and what you should bear in mind. It is intended to prevent
misunderstandings and to help you prepare optimally.
In addition to founder Christoph Heuermann, the Staatenlosness counselling sessions are now
also conducted by his team again. A detailed consultation with Staatenlos.ch founder Christoph
is available for 1984€. This price also includes his two e-books on banking/emigration and video
course, which you can use to prepare for the interview if you wish.
Access to the flag theory video course with PW: priortaxpayer
Due to Christoph's extremely high workload, it can now take some time before an appointment
is possible. For a surcharge of 500€ a prioritised appointment is possible. Please contact
christoph@staatenlos.ch directly with your possible times if my availability does not suit you or
if you are in a hurry.
Christoph's availability for consultations can be seen at this Calendly link. You can book the call
directly there. The call is automatically confirmed. As long as you do not hear anything to the
contrary from Christoph (which can happen), please dial in to Zoom at the agreed time or make
an alternative suggestion on the messenger.
Christoph's extreme travelling activity causes a sometimes insufficient internet connection. If
this is foreseeable, Christoph will communicate this in advance to allow for rescheduling.
Sometimes, however, it is not foreseeable. If the connection is poor, it is usually sufficient to do
without video communication. Christoph can also call you via landline/mobile for a better
connection.
A conversation with the other Staatenlos counsellors is possible from 992€. Please provide a
written description of your situation so that Christoph can choose the most suitable counsellor
for you. Currently represented in the Staatenlos counselling team are:
- Daniel Heuermann (Christoph's brother, specialist for US-LLCs):
daniel@staatenlos.ch
- Christian Funke (long-time consultant and forum admin for Staatenlos.ch):
christian@staatenlos.ch
- Dimitri Buchanow (operator of Svoboda.global, the "Staatenlos" in Russian):
svoboda.global@protonmail.com
Christoph will connect you with the appropriate person at christoph@staatenlos.ch to arrange
an appointment. Depending on the case, he will do a short briefing and clarify any unanswered
questions during the consultation afterwards. The highest Staatenlos quality is therefore also
guaranteed in a counselling session with the team. If you like, you can also contact one of the 3
directly.

At this point we would like to point out the DAC6 obligation to disclose foreign arrangements. As
we operate outside the EU, this obligation does not apply to us. However, you may have to notify
your tax office of the arrangements discussed in the consultation.

__________________________________________________________________________
If you are interested in founding our Florida LLC, we offer to offset 500€ of the consulting fee
against the formation fee (1500€ instead of 2000€ for the first year). Free consultations are
unfortunately overused by freeriders.
___________________________________________________________________________
Please contact us with your approximate availability and send us a rough outline of your
situation and goals. If you prefer to do this verbally in conversation, that is fine with us. An
appointment is usually possible within 1-5 days after sending this email. Personal meetings are
only possible if you want to visit Christoph on his travels at your own expense or if he happens
to be nearby. See his travel schedule here.
Conversation is possible via a variety of different communication services, encrypted or not.
Normally we use Zoom, but on request it is also possible in other ways, e.g.
- By phone
- WhatsApp
- Skype (cheuermann7)A
- Telegram
- Unseen.is
- Appear.in
- Signal
- Facebook Call
If you haven't paid for the consultation yet, you can do so through the following channels. A
consultation with Christoph costs 1984 € and includes the essential digital products. We can
send you a deductible invoice with a "non-suspicious" background if you send us your company
details to christoph@staatenlos.ch. Discounts are at the discretion of the consultant and are
especially granted for shorter sessions (under 30min) and free-learning families. In case of
verifiable difficult financial situation, payment in instalments is possible (usually 4-5
instalments).
Paypal:
christoph@staatenlos.ch

Bank transfer
Thirteen Flags LLC
BE41 9672 0358 8010
TRWIBEB1XXX
Avenue Louise 54, Room S52, Brussels, 1050, Belgium
Crypto-currencies: (Crypto payment please coordinate in advance):
Ethereum: 0x1dccdf38da17f84a131a0d3bb5e4c30c5382e81d
Bitcoin: 38BK4gF93GJXGtij3sReNikgZHsYaBb9mL
Radix: rdx1qspkmdffpdwx9d5ahnqhlf7h4rc0kmg7ulcxed8zfeusvwhhttp6unsp5vuzf
Payment at the time of the interview is not strictly required, but recommended. All contacts
with partner law firms and answers to further questions will only be given after payment.

Conditions of the consultation with Christoph
We cannot work magic and therefore depend on our clients' willingness to compromise and
flexibility in order to find a suitable solution. We do not sell just one solution, but usually talk
through as many solutions as make sense. The overall package must be right and you must have
a good feeling. If there are several different proposals, we rank them in order to be able to give
you a clear recommendation.
If we do not see ourselves in a position to advise you successfully after a rough written
description of your situation, we will cancel the meeting and refund your payment. There is
generally NO money-back guarantee after a counselling session, as our time is unfortunately
very limited and very busy. However, you can get a refund within the first 10 minutes of the
consultation should you or we find that we are not going to come to a solution.
After the consultation, we undertake to refer you to our partner law firms for implementation,
if available. They will then be your main contact. Questions to us are usually still answered as a
service, even after a few weeks. This can be done either in writing or by voice message.
However, we do not prepare detailed written elaborations of the issues discussed in the
interview.
However, you have no right to expect us to answer a large number of questions immediately or
in great detail. You generally have more than enough time in the interview to have all questions
clarified. A second included follow-up consultation is excluded (unless explicitly agreed upon
beforehand). However, we offer a discount of 200€ if you pay for a follow-up consultation.

We do not provide any recordings of the conversation. However, you are welcome to record the
conversation for your better memory. With Skype and Zoom this is very easy to do
automatically. Afterwards, we will send you further links (e.g. to banks) if mentioned in the
conversation. However, it is recommended that you take notes during the interview.
In general, we ask you to ask more general questions without any connection to personal details
in the Staatenlos mastermind Facebook group. On the one hand, the swarm intelligence there
can often help you within a few minutes, on the other hand, I keep an eye on it that no false
information is spread. In the end, others can also benefit from your problem.
Preparing for the interview
Below you will find links to some of the most important articles and a list of pitfalls and
conditions for setting up a company, opening an account, emigration and so on. We ask you to
read this information carefully and accept it. In certain areas, such as compliance, you simply
have to "play along".
Your interview preparation should consist of being clear about your own goals and preferences
and being able to present your personal and business situation in detail. If we are missing
information, we will ask you about it during the interview. A good starting point is usually your
own strategies that have already been formed, which can then be reviewed and, if necessary,
expanded if they make sense.
Writing down the essential points and sending them to us can help you to be better structured,
while we can prepare ourselves more intensively for your case. However, this is not absolutely
necessary.
Did you understand?
That the use of foreign companies without proper place of permanent establishment may lead
in many countries to normal inland taxation or will be considered punishable tax evasion?
That offshore companies are not able to invoice business clients in many countries (especially
continental Europe) as those cannot be deducted as expenses
That you cannot legally avoid value-added tax on physical and digital products in the EU any
more?
That if relocating you really must stay away from your former residence most of the year, and
avoid having a place of permanent abode there?
That an exit tax or other measures may apply to make it harder for you leaving your country?

That many banking and payment options you might be used to do not work in many
jurisdictions around the world?
That many jurisdictions around the world have or will introduce economic substance legislation,
meaning that you will be obliged to have an office, even if you could work from your laptop
only?
KYC-Procedures
To open a company or get a bank account you have to fulfil obligatory Know-Your-Customers
rules nowadays.
At least you will need a passport copy. It is recommended to always have notarized copies
available.
Furthermore, an utility bill nowadays is needed in most cases to verify your residence. If you are
homeless and want to stay so, there still are hacks to stay legal and avoid hassle, though.
Often you also need to provide a banking reference. This is just a confirmation of one of your
banks that you are their client for a number of years. Other documents like a CV, business plan
etc. may also be requested.
To open a business account you will always need company documents duly apostilled or
notarized, especially the Articles of Association, the Memorandum, a certificate of Good
Standing and a Power of Attorney/Declaration of Trust if using nominees.
To emigrate outside the EU or into the EU as non-EU-citizen you should have a police certificate
without any entries. If such exist, this must be asked lawyers individually. Additional costs may
apply.
4 Types of Certification
Certification: Lawyers and other regulated professions, police, municipal authorities
Notarization: only notaries
Apostille: only national authorities
Legalisation: only embassies

12 most popular emigration countries
• Cyprus
• Malta
• Dubai
• Georgia
• Bulgaria
• Czech Republic
• Panama
• Costa Rica
• Paraguay
• Thailand
• Philippines
• Portugal
Popular company jurisdictions:
• Without filing accounting: RAK/Marshall/Panama//Nevis
• With filing accounting: Hong-Kong, RAK Free Zone, Labuan
• EU-companies: Cyprus, Bulgaria, Romania, Malta, Estonia, Lithuania
• US-LLCs / Canada LP / UK LLP
Typical business accounts:
• Payment institutions: Paysera.com, Leupay.eu, mistertango.com, i-account.cc,
epayments.com, revolut.com, payoneer.com, currenxie.com
• Offshore-Banks: EuroPacific Bank, SFB Comores, OCBC,
Further flags:
• CIGNA-Global-Health-Insurance
• American Express Platinum Credit Card
• Google Fi International Mobile Plan
• First Class und More Travel Hacking Newsletter
• Precious Metals in Singapore

